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Glossary and Notes

Corporal (n) — non commissioned officer, below a seargent, one
with police duties.

Citadel (n) fortress for protecting a town

Corselet (n) a coat of armour, esp one covering the trunk only

Covenant (n) formal agreement

Fettle — (n) in fine / good condition, in high spirits

Ford- (N) shallow place in a river where it is possible to walk (vt)
to cross a river by walking or driving through water

Garrison (n) military force stationed in a fort or town in which

military is permanently stationed (vt) place troops on garrison duty

Phalanx (N) body of soldiers in close formation for fighting in
ancient Greece.

Chapter I

The Six Factual Strains

While discussing about the wars and battles waged in Bharat
by Alexander of Macedonia in BCE 327, a student of history has
to bear in mind certain historical facts.

1. Unlike Julius Caesar who is known from the commentaries
and the writings of cicero, we have  no first hand contemporary
evidence on Alexander — the invader in 327 BCE

2. All that we have about his invasion were written 300 years
after his death from fragmented portions of his contemporary
writers. Most of the writings were lost and it  is during the Roman
period about 300 years after Alexander, all the available fragmented
sources were stiched together as a measure of collecting
haphazardly some information from obscurities. It is agreed by all
western scholars that “we have a multitude of his alleged sayings
and a number of his letters, some Judged genuine and others
spurious. We have nothing written on him within 300 years of his
life time until he is recreated during the late Roman Republic and
early Roman Empire”1

3. Chandragupta (Sandracottus) of Gupta dynasty (324 B.C)
was ruling from Pataliputra  in Bihar as his capital. When Alexander
invaded a marginal area of Jhelam river bank in Punjab a distance
of minimum 2000 miles between them. The British historians
William Jones. F.E. Pargiter and V.A. Smith have deliberately
distorted our history and wrongly identified Gupta Chandragupta
with Maurya Chandragupta 1534 B.C who ruled from Girivrajapur
in Bihar as his capital. Thus Kind of Greek synchronism with our
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historical events of importance was introduced by F.E. Pargiter in
Bharatiya  Historiography. Pargiter has fallen prey to the propensity
of the colonial overlord to  tamper with the data instead of reporting
on it in dispassionate manner.

4. That is why no writings about the invasion of Alexander in the
North Western frontier  of Bharat up to Jhelum — Chinab — Bias
rivers for a very short spell, are available from the Bharatiya sources.
May be, Bharatiya scholars of that time did not consider his invasion
in a marginal area of Bharat worthy to be chronicled seriously.

5. The false Greek synchronism of history with our history that
Kautilya of 1534 B.C. was a contemporary of Megasthenes of
(327 B.C) was in the court of Chandragupta Maurya after
Alexander’s demise deputed by Seleucus Niketor one of
Alexander’s generals, was a grave distortion of our history as
Kautilya, Professor of Takshasila University in his  famous
Arthasastra a compendium on the art and science of state
management and  state craft did not mention anything about
Alexander’s invasion.

The Greeks had a very little geographical knowledge of the
world. Alexander had no knowledge about Bharat. He thought that
Bharat is a small peninsula and ocean was there right after Jhelum
and the source of Nile of Egypt and Indus of Bharat were the same
and the Greeks believed that Ethiopia and Bharat were contiguous
lands-neighboring countries. Alexander thought that Persia was
asia His tutor Aristotle taught him so. As a result when Darius the
Persian emperor’ was assassinated in 301 BCE, Alexander declared
himself as the lord of asia.

The Myth of Alexander- The Great
It is quite a revelation to remember here some historically

authentic facts about the myth of Alexander the Great. Christian
Cameron a scholar of military history in his recently published
book “tyrant” writes.

“The time is 333 B.C., the place is the battle field where it all
started, where the myth of Alexander the Great (Sikander

Zulkarnain) was born. The Macedonian boy king is at the pinarus
river with his small army from various parts of Greece facing a
force of 30,000 persian horse... In the rank of the Greek horse is
Kineas, a gentleman of Athens, who has come for the honour of
his city to take part in the battle. The free cities have no cause to
love the son of Philip of Macedon, who is not considered Greek.
But the citizens feel it is the politic thing to do. So they voted to
send a contingent. It is also worth noting that many Athenians
fought on the Persian side as well for the Great king, suzerain and
ally.  Athenian democracy was very direct sort of thing. You could
not declare war unless the citizens voted for it, and no soldiery
(who were usually citizens and gentlemen) could be raised unless
they approved. As the Persian-Greco cavalry charged furiously,
the crash came as the centre engaged, the Great King’s Greeks
standing like a wall against Macedon’s pikes.

Soon enough, the battle swings around to their Quarter and
Alexander’s Athenian allies are engaged Kineas’ battle frenzy wins
the day, the Persian cavalry is routed and Alexander is on his way
to becoming master of the world. Kineas is loaded with honors
and he followed the conqueror fighting for him. They had
conquered the greatest empire in the world and nothing could stop
them. But it does stop abruptly for Kineas six years after the
adventure began, Alexander decided to end the alliance. He does
not need the Hellens (the Greeks any more and orders them home.
A disappointed Kinea leaves with his surviving Athenians. In his
native place Attica he finds the world has changed. His father is
dead and he has been exiled for serving Alexander. He flees to
exile in a near by colony of Athenians, where he is offered to a
proposition: travel to the Euxind (Black sea) country. He accepts.
The Euxine country now known as central Asia is home to tyrants.
Ancient Greece knew it as the land of seythians. They had scarcely
any idea of the size and extent of the land, but there were many
Greek colonies on the Black Sea and Caspian Coasts. The Greek
of the time was essentially a city rat. It is shocking to know how
little they know of the world outside. Here Kineas finds himself in
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opposition to Alexander to the founding philosophy of his city
Athens which regarded Alexander as a pretender and a tyrant.

Alexander never heard anything about vast Bharat, central Asia,
China about South East Asia. He was not aware of great Himalayas.
The Greeks knew nothing about the world except the Greek tiny
states and the empire of Persia. They used to call all peoples and
lands, other than themselves, as barbarous. Even Macedonia, the
Dorian tribes kingdom of Alexander was a barbaric state in the
eyes of Athens and Sparta.2

To Herodotus (5th Century B.C.E) Greek historian, thought that
Bharat was cofined to Punjab which he believed to be the farthest
inhabited region of the world towards the East beyond that there
was nothing. He wrote that the inhabitants of Bharat refuse to kill
animals and lived on vegetables and use tree wool i.e cotton for
making clothing. Aristotle had no idea about Himalayas. He
thought Caucasus was the largest mountain range and all rivers
Oxus, Kar, Jaxartes, Don, Indus flowed from a mountain called
Hindu - Kush. Greeks had no idea about Europe’s geographic
position. Hecataeus thought that the source of Nile was in Bharat.

Alexander’s world was a small, restricted world in which, except
for Greece, Europe was of no great account and in which Egipt
was subject to the Persia whose empire extended to Asia beyond
which lay the Ocean3. The Greeks became aware of the existence4

of Bharat through the Persian wars.

Six Reporters and Chroniclers of

Alexander's Invasions are:
I. Ptolemy: Alexander’s General whose writings are totally lost

II. Aristobulus : one of Alexander’s technicians, geographer
and companion; his writings are totally lost.

III. Kallisthenes: Nephew of philosopher Aristotle, companion
of Alexander, dishonored and murdered under suspicious
circumstances by Alexander. His Writings are totally lost.

IV. Diodorous Siculus (I century B.C)

V. Plutarch (II century B.C)

VI. Rufus (Curtius (II century B.C.)

VII. Arrian (2nd Century A.D)

VIII. Strabo (1st Century A.D)

IX. Plini (1st century A.D)

All these six writers (IV to IX) depended on the substance of
the writings of the first three (i, ii iii) found in fragmented form at
their times, but totally lost there after.

X. Megasthenes: His descriptions of Bharat who visited
pataliputra were based on direct contact were available in
fragments. Arrian and others followed these fragmented portions.

The Six Battles of Alexander

Alexander waged six wars in North-West Bharat

1. Swat campaign5

2. Bazira6

3. Seize of Aornus

4. Battle against purushottam at Jhelum (Hiydaspes in Greek)

5. The Sangala campaign,

6. Mallian campaign.

In the Swat campaign, Alexander had to fight for four days in
Massaga7 - a strong citadel of prosperous warriors.

The Greeks called the swat people as Assacenians and Arrian
states that they could field 2000 horsemen, over 30,000 infantry
and 30 elephants and apart from this 7000 warriors who Joined
them from Indus area. Some British Writers and Generals of 20th

century prefer to call those 7000 warriors from Indus region as
‘mercenaries’ which can be summarily be dismissed as a
misconception. The term ‘mercenary’ originated in Latin and was
rooted in Greece and imperialist Roman empire. Bharat neither
then nor today, have in practice such an avaricious system.
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On the first day of the battle when Alexander marched on
Massaga, the Swat people did not let him attack them. Instead
they came out marching to preempt his attack. A fierce battle was
waged. Alexander was forced to retreat towards a hill about a mile
from the battle field after seeing the pathetic plight of his army.
Alexander was wounded by an arrow in the ankle. The swat
warriors returned to the base at the end of the day, leaving as per
Arrian (2nd century A.D) 200 fighters dead on the battle field. Quite
surprisingly arrian8 did not mention the number of Greek soldiers
dead or injured. When the invaders retreat with Alexander himself
wounded, any rational estimate should mention the dead soldiers
of the retreating army which will be usually very high in any war.

On the second day, Alexander was again driven back by swat
soldiers. Arrian’s narration states when. Alexander broke a portion
of the city wall the Hindus put up so gallant a fight that when the
army of Alexander attempted to widen the breach of the city wall
they were driven back. Alexander then withdrew the storming
army.9

On the third day, Alexander, formed his phalanx and arranged
a bridge (that he used while capturing the fort-city Tyre) and
lowered it on the wall of Massaga where a breach was made on
the second day of the battle. Some Greek soldiers who advanced
on the bridge were thrown on the ground and the Hindu soldiers
rained arrows and stones on them. After killing many greek soldiers
the Hindu army came out of the citadel and attacked the Greeks so
furiously that Alexander had to withdraw his phalanx to his camp.
Alexander was defeated on the third day battle too. Alexander
attacked again on the fourth day with his phalanx and bridge. But
he could not succeed in storming Massaga. But Quite unexpectedly,
the swat leader and army chief died of fatal injury on the third day
battle. Arrian states a truce was agreed upon on the following terms:

“so he (Alexander) came to terms with the Indian mercenaries
(Hindu Army) on the condition that they should be admitted into his
ranks with the rest of his army and serve as his soldiers”

The swat soldiers came out of the Massaga and believing in
Alexander, preferred to stay in the open space out side the citadel
to pass the night. They did not agree to Alexander’s proposal to
fight against their own Hindu brethren. Alexander, On hearing
this, encircled them in dark night and when the patriotic fighters
were resting and sleeping, slaughtered them treacherously.

Alexander’s First Defeat

Alexander’s first encounter in Bharat against the people of swat
- a small valley area record his defeat on consecutive three days
and treacherous slaughter of barbaric nature on the fourth day night.
Bharatiya war ethics and norms of not to attack en enemy seriously
injured, not to follow and capture an injured running and fleeing
away enemy, not to attack wage battle on resting army at night
were followed religiously by the brave swat soldiers. They believed
in those principles of war. They have not realized that Alexander,
the invader came from Macedon. He was like his father Philip —
practical, unscrupulous astute opportunist to whom success
Justified everything. Whose Macedonia was called by Athens,
Sparta and Thebes of Greece as “barbaric state”.10 Hogarth wrote
about Philip “fraud before force, but force at the last”.11 Alexander
being driven back in three battles consecutively for three days,
followed the cunning policy of his father Philip at the very first
battle in Bharat against the brave Hindu warriors in Swat valley.

Alexander’s Second battle at bazira

Alexander’s next target was Bazira,12 a small town and garrison.
Alexander has sent his General coenus with some best soldiers
there, but called him to retreat and select a suitable position should
Alexander need his service while attacking or another garrison
station of swat valley Hindus that might get assistance from
Abhisares king of Rajouri and Bhimbar. Alexander was very
cautions to face his opponents. As coenus retreated from Bazira,
the warriors of Bazira attacked his forces. After a pitched battle,
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the Bazira force tactfully retreated to their fort. Arrian states that
500 Bazira soldiers had died, but again did not mention how many
of Greek soldiers have died in this combat. Arrian following
Ptolemy and Aristobulus has always remained silent about how
many soldiers Alexander had lost in these four battles.

(Bazira is identified as the ancient military strong hold now
marked ‘Bir kot hill’ the castle of Bir. Aurel stein who excavated
many places on the banks of river Saraswati pointed to this fact as
he was associated with the team of exploration of North-Western
Frontier of Bharat)

Tile Third Battle of Alexander

Alexander’s third combat was at Aornu the Rock- Fortress,
identified with the present higland of Pir—Sar. Alexander has sent
advance battalions to Aornus under his General Ptolemy and he
followed him with the rest of his army. Ptolemy ascended the hill
partially. The hill of Aorus - Pir Sar on which the Rock-Fort stood
was 7,100 feet height. The defensive soldiers of the fort allowed
Ptolemy’s army to climb to a certain height. Alexander followed
ptolemy from a distance at a lower level. The Aornu soldiers
opposed Alexander’s advance. He was prevented to advance further
and was halted half-way. When Alexander could advance no
further, the defenders turned to Ptolemy and a fierce battle was
fought. The day ended with no sign of victory. On the second day
Alexander, after his-failure on the first day, changed the battle
plans. Alexander and ptolemy attacked from both sides at a time.
Again another fierce battle was fought. Alexander could not win
on the second day. Aornus warriors then retreated back into the
rock fort after the second day’s war. Arrian writes13, “As the whole
army was now united, Alexander led it on against the Rock Fort.
But the approach to it was still impracticable”. On the third day,
Alexander heaped up a huge mound by stakes of wood cut by
each soldier, so that from the top of it he could launch arrows to
reach to the defenders at high above in the rock fortress clearly it

was an unimaginative device by Alexander. More than three days
passed. Alexander increased the height of the mound gradually.
The defending soldiers inside the rock-fort attacked the soldier’s
who are engaged in the construction of the mound. On the seventh
day Alexander agreed for a proposal of truce.

Again the same heineous crime was committed The Hindu
soldiers believing Alexander, with drew from the combat because
of the truce of that day proposed by Alexander. Alexander the
invader following his father philip’s unscrupulous policy of fraud
before force, but force at the end killed treacherously many of the
soldiers. Alexander was not a victor in third combat also against
local resistance in the North-West Frontier of Bharat.

The Fourth Battle of Jhelum with

(Porus) Purushotham

Alexander’ s fourth battle was against Purus, the king of
Pauravas at the East of Jhelum (Hydaspes in Greek) This was the
first time that he faced a Hindu King of strength and consequence.
From pir-sar Alexander moved to Takshashila rested there and then
moved towards South-East to reach Jhelum. Actually, Alexander
and the Greeks were in search of sea as they thought sea was there
right beyond the Indus. Research scholars have searched for the
spot where he came right On the western Bank of the Jhelum.
Plini states that it was 120 Roman miles (i.e 110 English miles),
Strabo point out ‘the direction of march, as far as Hydaspes’ (i.e
Jhelum) was for the most part towards the south.14 Arrian,
Froqtinus, Curtius, Sir Alexander burns and Mousieur court
(Maharaja Ranjit singh’s French General), Sir James Abbot,
Alexander Cunningham, Sir Aurel Stein, Sir William Tarn and some
others have argued as to what place Alexander could have possibly
crossed Hydaspers (Jhelum).

It is generally assumed that Alexander has camped at Haranpur
at Western Bank of Jhelum while Porus was at his opposite on the
Eastern Bank. Arrian says the strength of Porus army was 4000
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Cavalry, 30,000 infantry, 300 chariots and 200 elephants.

Diodorus states that the army of Porus was of 3000 cavalry
over 50,000 infantry, over 1000 chariots and 130 elephants.

Curtius was of the opinion that the army of Porus was of 30,000
infantry, 300 chariots, 85 elephants. He omits cavalry from his
list.

What was then the strength of Alexander’s army? Greek and
Roman authors such as Arrian, Strabo, Pliny etc wrote the history
of Alexander’s expedition 300 or 400 years later collecting
fragmented, Obscure leftovers of contemporary Greek writers
including Alexander’s Generals and technicians. They must be
sentimental or partial to their own side and their king. Quite natural,
but that satisfies not the objectivity of History. They either have
not mentioned the actual strength of the army of Alexander because
that was certainty numerically poorer than the army of Porus as
per the above statements of Greek authors or what they had written
were lost even in the 1st century A.D.

All that can be gathered was that Alexander’s army could not
have been more than 5000 cavalry and 10000 infantry. Another
Question arises how he could have collected and made sufficient
river craft to transport 10,000 infantry and 5000 cavahy within a
period of less than a month?15 All these vital questions remain
unanswered though western writers cover up these questions flimsy
on saying staff work of Macedonian army must have been superb,
‘amazing grounds efficiency of the services of Macedonian army’
etc., which are fictional comments not a corroborated properly by
factual discussion.

Arrian states 5000 cavalry and 10,000 infantry were embarked
at night to avoid Purushottam’s (Poras) attention while crossing
Jhelum to arrive at eastern bank and the embankment was
completed a little before dawn on the day the battle against
Purushottam we fought. Again it is stated by Arrian:

1. A Voyage of several miles down the Halkivani channel

2. A disembarkment on an island Jhelum

3. A search for a final embarkment on the east side

4. Marshalling of forces there, and

5. Then a combat killing Purushottam’s son who had advanced
with 2000 strong army as an advanced post to check if any
embankment had happened from Western side of Jhelum

6. And then a marching forward of six or seven miles — and all
these within 15 hours as stated by Arrian.

All these statements by Arrian appears as absurd on two
grounds:

a) All such things could not be done within 15 hours and if so,
the battle of Purushottam Alexander must have started at evening.

b) Alexander’s army embarked a little before dawn means —
say 3A.M. or 4 A.M in the early morning — 15 hours since then
comes to 6 p.m or 7 p.m of the same day. Did battle start at that
time? An absurd proposition.

The war must have started at early day time. The time frame of
15 hours by Arrian who had no practical idea about the rivers
flowing in hill areas of Bharat and should be dismissed as incorrect.
Arrian’s description of the war is also full of contradictions. At
one place Arrian states when Purushottam found a place both free
from clay and hard and level he drew up his army in order of
battle. Again he states that Purushottam’s bow shooters whose bows
were large and whose shooting range was by far more than that of
Alexander’s rider archers, could not use the bows because when
fitted on the ground (those bows had to be so as they were equal to
human size) one end of the bow entrenched deep into the mud has
no firm hold on the ground.

Some four points are vital to understand what would be the fate
of the battle.

1. In those days, comparative strength and number of the army
was a very important factor.

2. Purushottam (Porus) had 30,000 infantry (if Arrian and curtius
are to be believed) and 50,000 infantry (if diodorus’s chronicle is
accepted), 3000 to 4000 cavalry, 300 chariots and 200 battle
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elephant. Whereas Alexander had 5000 cavalry and 10,000 infantry.
Purushottam, a part from the main army had a reserve army of
3000 cavalry, 8000 infantry, 5000 Arc herms as reinforcement
standing arms stationed at a charging distance under camouflage
in the surrounding woods.

3. The narration emphatically shows that Purushottam has
positioned his army on the East bank of Jhelum with full force for
quite a few days. His army was quite accustomed in their own
land and contingencies, where as Alexander had to march in
unknown land and contingencies at night for long 15 hours as
Arrian states to cross a wide river of turbulent current (river Sindhu
was in full spate because of monsoon rains) and had to seek out an
island within the river near a bend that streehed 3 miles in length
and 2miles in breadth with thick forest to gain undercover of the
Greek army crossing the river. Then being on the East bank of
river, he had to battle with Purushottam’s son with 2000 strong
army, then after the combat had to march six miles more to
encounter Purushottam for the final battle. His army by then was
physically tired and exhausted and certainly not in enthusiastic
spirit of body and mind for very hazardous dark night march tinder
rain and hail storm on land and river for 15 hours. Added to this,
they were defeated in three battles one after the other.

4. Alexander had never seen elephants trained in warfare. Their
sheer size froze him with fear. Purushottam has phalanx arranged
the elephants in battle array in the front line mounted by an archer
and a lancer. The elephants are kept at distance of about a hundred
feet from each other so that they should form a line in front of
the whole infantry line, and at all points to terrify the cavalry of
Alexander. For in any case Purushottam didn’t expect that any of
the enemy cavalry would dare to charge through the gaps between
the elephants on horse back as horses were terribly frightened as
the elephants advanced with their trunks raised holding a lance in
their trunks. The foot soldiers of Alexander were in the same plight
of fear who were repulsed and were driven back by the heavily
armed troops of Purushottam advancing in phalanx formation and

the retreating and fleeing foot soldiers were trampled down by the
chasing elephants.16

Alexander quickly realized that he cannot let his cavalry face
the elephants because, Greek horses as well as his soldiers never
faced charging elephants in battle and would be frightened and
destroyed if the war continued.

Chapter II

The Real History of What Happened in

the Battle of Jhelum

In the ‘Battle of Jhelum’ a large majority of Alexander’s cavalry
was killed. Alexander realized that if he continued fighting he
would be completely routed and ruined. He requested Purushottam
imploringly to stop the battle. Purushottam true to our Bharatiya
tradition did not kill Alexander who surrendered on the battle field.
After that both of them signed a treaty. After that treaty Purushottam
freed the territories occupied by Alexander in the previous wars
and annexed those territories to his kingdom17.

Contrary to what happened in history Arrian Writes “Alexander
first asked the king of Takshasila (Taxila is Greek) to negotiate
the terms of treaty with Purushottam. Purushottam wanted to kill
this traitor but some how he escaped”18

Justin writes about the initial stages of the battle “As the battle
began Purushottam ordered his soldiers to attack the Greeks. Later
Purushottam asked the Greek soldiers to let their leader fight him
alone and avoid lot of bloodshed. Alexander did not agree to this
proposal and attacked Purushottam’s army. In the first assault itself
his horses was killed. He fell down heavily wounded on the ground.
His soldiers rushed in to rescue him and wafted him away to a16 17



safe place.

Careful Concealing of the Facts and

Events of the War

It was W.W. Tarn who distorted the fateful events of the war.
Though he wrote that Alexander was victorious, had to agree to
Alexander’s losses in the battle of Jhelum. His losses in the war
were carefully concealed. But there was a conclusive proof of the
desperate nature of the war — particularly of the battle of the
elephants — the stampede that occurred when the elephants
crushed the skulls of the Greek soldiers fleeing in fear terrified by
the charging elephants. The psychological effects of this was
evident on the minds of General specially that of Seleucus who
ceded a whole province to obtain war elephants as a special wing
of the army.19

Alexander’s horse ‘BUCEPHALA’ died in this Jhelum battle.
And NICAEA, Alexander’s General and right hand man and his
constant companion too died in this battle. To reverse historical
facts a coin was struck (minted) to commemorate the battle showing
Alexander pursuing Purushottam’s elephant20 whereas the reverse
was the historical fact. The avowed aim of all these biased and
partisan writers was to use every form of resource material to falsify
and distort historical facts availing every possible fraudulent
method to make it look like an historical truth and to justify it
even on fragile grounds. And again continuing the lie he writes:
“Purushottam who had fought to the last and was wounded, rode
leisurely off his huge elephant”. And then he surrendered to
Alexander etc21".

Arrian says, ‘he (Purushottam surrendered himself to a friend
by name Meroes, an old friend of his, who has been sent by
Alexander... and Alexander ‘appealed to him (Purushottam) not
to sacrifice his life in vain’22

All these distorted versions reveal that Alexander was decisively

defeated and his cavalry, the mainstay of his army was routed. For,

(a) Alexander’s losses in the battle field were carefully
concealed.

By Whom?

By the Greek Writers

Later writers stepped into their shoes.

(b) Alexander pursued Purushottam’s elephant, his horse died
and he fell down on the ground.23 He was seriously wounded, his
General Nicaea died. Alexander did not come alone, he led his
cavalry attacking the elephants of Purushoftam. Most of them were
seriously wounded and in disarray. That his cavalry was trounced
is confirmed by his late campaigns as a subsidiary ally of
Purushottam.

(c) Purushottam “wounded, rode leisurely on his hug elephant”
— a strange statement indeed. No king or General defeated and
pursued by the victors moves “leisurely” and then, how and to
whom he surrendered?

Surrendered because Alexander, who was seriously injured
“appealed” to Purushottam to surrender and he surrendered to his
Hindu old friend “Meroes”. Even a sentimental melodrama by a
poor amateur dramatist would realize the it is not at all convincing

Alexander was defeated, his army, particular his cavalry, the
main stay of his strength was  trounced and he had to seek for
treaty and he had to agree for a treaty almost to a take down of
subsidiary alliance is illustrated by four facts:

The Fifth Battle of Sangala and Malli

1. His two military campaigns — the sangla and Malli — show
his cavalry force reduced to a minimal position. In sangla battle
he used cavalry in a much reduced rate and in Malli — his last
desperate campaign ruining him totally— he could not press and
bring the cavalry to the war front at all and he himself had to lead
the forces on foot! World conqueror leading forces on foot! A real
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historical tragedy enacted on the world stage!

2. Whatever territories he had gained so far had to be added to
the kingdom of Purushottam. Soldiers of Greek forces suffered
and died in hundreds. Alexander fought battles in the end like a
defeated general. In Sangla battle, near Amritsar, Alexander lost
hundreds of soldiers and 1200 were injured... seriously. Alexander
lost everything in this war and all the gains went to Purushottam.

3. Abhisaresh — King of Rajouri and Bhimbas did not come to
meet Alexander in spite of his severe threats; on the contrary,
Alexander had to accept all his excuses24 and recognized him as
king in his kingdom. Abhisaresh was not a powerful king. He realized
that Alexander, after the Jhelum battle was reduced to be bound by
a subsidiary alliance with Purushottam, the victor in that war.

4. Alexander and Greek soldiers were taking on Sangala and
Malli campaigns at the battle fields, but the soldiers of Purushottam
as if as per terms, formed the garrison at the rear, instead of the
Greeks. Purushottam has appropriated whatever Alexander could
have gained and that could not done without having terms accorded
in the treaty.

5. It is quite illogical, and no where in the world it has ever
been a reality, that the victor ‘a conqueror of the world’ has engaged
himself in fierce battle to let the kingdoms and lands acquired by
such battles to be annexed by the conquered and humbled king.

It is, hence, evident that Alexander decisively defeated in the
battle of Jhelum (Hydasped) had to agree for such a term while
accepting the treaty of subsidiary alliance.

The story that Purushottam, brought before Alexander, was asked
‘what kind of treatment he wished for, replied as a king should have.
etc’ should be read in reverse form. Alexander replied so when he
was brought before Purushottam and when Purushottam asked how
he should be treated. This is a monumental example of how a
historical fact can be distorted, perverted, fabricated and falsified
and what happened was a reversal of role exactly the opposite of
what has been written in the history text books. Alexander had

meted out cruel treatment to his earlier enemies. Basus of Bactria
fought with Alexander to defend his people’s freedom. Arrian states
‘when Basus was brought before Alexander as a prisoner,
Alexander his servants to whip him and then cut his nose and ears.
He the killed him. Many Persian generals were brutally killed by
him. The fate of Purushottam would have been no different had
Alexander won. It was Purushottam following Bharatiya tradition
of ethics, agreed to have treaty instead of beheading Alexander.

The above five points stand vindicated by the following
observation pursuing the narrations of curtius and Arrian.

‘Mutiny in Alexander's Army
“There after Alexander pushed on Hyphasis (river Beas) near

somewhere Gurudaspur. Here his army mutinied and refused to
go further... They were tired. The rains had told heavily on them
and they had been shaken by the severe fighting on the Jhelum
and at Sangala. Reports received from emissaries said that across
the Beas there were another Aratta people (Possibly Mahiava and
Ashwaka perple) with a contingent of innumerable number of very
large and brave elephants: after their terrifying experience with
elephants in war at Jhelum with Purushottam, they had no courage
to meet those elephants sp trained in warfare... they had understood
the conquest of Persia, but now they did not know what they were
doing or where they were going; they wanted to go home. It was a
severe blow to Alexander. True, he could not have gone much
further in any case; only half his army was on his communications
with taxila and he was trying to use the troops of Purushottam for
garrison.25

History speaks eloquently the tragic plight of the Greek soldiers
through these lines26 “they had no desire to meet those elephants...
They had understood the conquest of Persia, but now they did not
know what they were doing or where they were going; they wanted
to go home”

Greek soldiers understood they were giving up their lives not
to annex new lands for Greek empire but for Purushottam’s (Porus’)
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Kingdom. The revolt in rank and file of Army certainly had the
backing of their respective commanders. Alexander being in
predicament, torn by two opposing pulls..... right demand of his
soldiers and the compulsive situation........ had shut himself for
three days, in his camp to win over the  resentful army.

Chapter III

The Sixth Battle of Malli - Ashwaka

Alexander has set out to sail down the Jhelum to Arabian sea
and soon learnt Mahlava (Malli) and Ashwaka (Oxydracae) were
preparing to oppose him. He met the Mall (Mahlava) near the
confluence of Jhelum and chenab. Curtius and Diodorus speak of
a people Sibi that inhabited in that area

What was the fate of Alexander's Battle

against the Malli and Ashvaka people?

Alexander ‘fought a battle at the ‘FORD’, and shut up some of
them (Malli — Mahlavas) in a town on the west of river. The town
was easily taken, but the Mahlavas retired to the citadel; the
Macedonians hungback,, and Alexander snatched a storming —
ladder went up the wall himself, followed b his shield bearer,
Peucestus and Leonnastus, Abreas — a corporal — mounted
another ladder; then both ladders broke, leaving Alexander and
the three on the wall. He went down into the citadel, and fought
single handed with his back to the wall till the three joined him;
Abreas was killed and Alexander was shot through corselet and
breast by a long arrow. Peucestus covered him in front with the
holy shield of Illium and Leonnastus on one side; a tree Prevented
attack on the other; they kept the enemy off till the army broke in
and killed every living creature there. Alexander was carried out
fainting due to heavy bleeding; perdiceas cut the arrow with his

sword and he finally fainted and lost consciousness. The report
went forth to his dwindling army that he was dead. As soon as he
could be moved, had himself carried on a ship and shown to the
army.

Among Alexander’s battles, this is ghastliest in its dreadful
record of gruesome slaughter. The explanation probably is that
the army lost its morale and frustrated. They hated it; they had no
wish to fight, but as they had to as if by force, they took no chance
and indulged in slaughter to quell a fresh rising so that they will
not be turned back from  their way home. Twice Alexander had to
mount the wall, first to get his soldiers follow; it was indeed time
for the tired army to go home. Indirectly, this the least of his military
campaigns was to cost him his life, for the wound left him
weakened.26

The Greek soldiers did not believe that he was alive even seeing
him laid. Alexander had to raise his head to show he was alive The
Mahlava and Ashwaka were ‘Aratta’ i.e., Araja kingless people
— i.e., Gana Rajya. They were freedom-lovers and valorous. It is
said that the Dogra warriors of Jammu region too participated in
this battle. In the meanwhile  Abhsaresh king of Rajouri, Bhimber
of Jammu Joined the army of Purushottam.

Alexander’s Command on his army was gravely diminishing
day by day. When he saw his orders and commands yielded no
spell on his army he — ‘Alexander saw his men falter, impetuously
seized a ladder and planted is against the wall and mounted it
crouched under his shield’’27, aptly shows his command on his
army had already been lessened. Strangely enough, none of his
Generals was there by his side, nor any-led the forces, nor any
cavalry, was there. Alexander fought as a foot-soldier, though
craterus, Hephaestion, Ptolemy, Seleucus, Philip, Nearchus etc.
Generals were there with the army. The revolt in the army was so
strong that coenus, the spokesman for the army, had said bluntly
to Alexander: “Do not lead us now against our will for then thou
will no longer find us the men in regard to dangers, since free—
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will be wanting to us in the contests”28. This speech shows what a
sea change happened in Greek army following the devastating
defeat in the Jhelum war with Purushottam. Coenus was proved
correct when Alexander was mortally wounded. One very
important fact needs to be looked into at this cross currents of
events.

Right before this Malli (Mahlava) battle Alexander was sailing
down the Jhelum in November 326 BCE, to leave Bharat by water
ways. Purushottam who used to send his army to garrison and
annex the land so gained by Alexander, did not send his army in
this Journey. It means, he knew Alexander was not in a position to
take the risk to return from Bharat along the land route (by road)
through which he had come because those people whom he had
subdued while coming were now in arms in rebellion to take
revenge onAlexander Even Ambhi of Takshasile (Taxila) and the
people of Gandhar were now about to rebel.29

So Alexander preferred to go southward through Makran
(Gedrosia) of Sindh to reach the mouth of Indus and to set sail
there from. Aman, Nearchus and curious have given a full
description of how he had prepared for the same.30

“The order of march was as follows:

While Alexander with the hypaspists, Agrianians cretan archers
and the agema of companions saile down the Jhelum, the rest of.the
army was to march in three columns:

one under craterus on the right bank;

a second under Hephaestian on the left bank;

and a third under philip, satrap of Gandhara, three days march
in the rear:

Nearchus was given command of the fleet.31 But this design has
crushed on the dock, ‘before the advance of fleeing army reached
the confluence of chenab and Jhelum news was received that the

Mali and Ashwaka (Oxydracae) were preparing to attack it.32

The Malli — Ashwaka battle was Qualitatively different. Here
Alexander did not storm them to conquer their land but the Malli—
Ashwaka army fought to drive Alexander out of their land. The
out come of this last and final battle in which Alexander was
mortally wounded has been stated earlier.

After the disastrous defeat of Malli—Ashwaka battle all the
battle plans of Alexander fell to pieces. It is historically crucial to
know how the Greeks fled from Bharat in 325 BCE.

All Greeks fled from Bharat in aberrant and bizarre route as if
different authorities had given them different orders.

(1) Craterus was sent with three battalions of the phalanx, some
archers, battered soldiers and men unfit of further service with
heavy baggage and limping horses by way of Mulla pass.

(2) Nearchus was the head of ship voyage. Arrian states all
other commanders refused Alexander’s order to head the voyage
except Nearchus. The voyage was of 10 to 15 tiny ships,33 having
10 days ration, five days water provision for crews, some archers,
mercenaries and catapults. It started in late September, 325 BCE.

And Alexander’s escape from Bharat it is said, began from
Patala (at the mouth  of Indus, where from Nearchu set for sail)
through Makran having with him four battalions of the phalanx,
the hypas Agrianians, the archers and all the Macedonians of the
companions and the horse archers. It is said that he moved south
ward along the coast to dig wells for water and store food stuff in
wells for Nearchus’ sailing people as the ships were not suitable
to carry more than ten day ration and five days water.

And then ‘as there was no shore route, he was then compelled
to travel inland  along the track which connects Makran and sind.
The country through which he

supposedy marched was devoid of water for longtreches and
the heat was so intense that the retreating army had to march by
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night. After all the baggage had been lost — the transport animals
either died or were eaten — the army again reached the coast at
Pasni and Gwadur struck the road which led to Persia.34 The non
— combatant forces almost all perished and army suffered great
loss in this arduous Journey.

Some true points of circumstantial

evidence of Alexander's death

1. Was this abhorrent, brazenly selected route at all led by
Alexander? Why should he follow such a route and his General
craeterus preceded him along a more sensible route through Mulla
pass leaving him mortally wounded behind enemy lines in a  hosti
land of powerful enemies?

2 Was not Alexander already dead in Bharat and his Generals
after Malli- Ashwa battle in which he died shortly after decided
amidst themselves to escape in three routes under three generals
as they’ could not agree who should be the supreme commander
in case all moved along same route?

3. No where in the escape route ‘cavalry’ was mentioned. Was
that because cavalry was completely decimated in the Jhelum
battle?

4. Alexander while in the escape route was digging wells in sea
shore to store food and water for Nearchus’s Voyagers was simply
a fictional narration to suppress who led actually the third route of
escape. The third route took elephants with it. Given seleucus’s
and ptolemy’s liking for elephants, was it seleucus and Ptolemy
who led the third route of escape and not Alexander?

The names of Ptolemy and seleucus were found nowhere in the
third escape route records. Arrian followed Ptolemys35 fragmented
writings after 400 years. Did Ptolemy suppress their names and
put Alexander’s name instead. Alexander’s name may be a later

interpolation.

5. Many of the satraps appointed by Alexander to administer
various parts of Persian empire and Greek state including
Macedonia were murdered in 324 and 323 BCE in the name of
Alexander. Were those done by a handful of his major generals
who partitioned his vast empire amidst themselves just to wipe
out resistance to their designs? They kept his death in Bharat
suppressed till they themselves could have reached to Babylon
and settle the partition of empire amidst themselves and then
declared Alexander’s death in Babylon? Philip whom Alexander
had appointed as satrap of Gandhara and western Upaganastan
(Afghanistan) was murdered when Greeks were retreating from
Bharat.

6. Alexander’s, mother, wife and son were murdered by
cassander,36 Alexander’s companion General who, after
Alexander’s death became king of Macedonia and master of Greece
as per agreement amidst his Generals who gathered at Babylon
for the partition of his empire.

Alexander's defeat, death and epitah

What were the fettle and form of Alexander’s health mind prior
to and right after Malli — Ashwaka battle i.e in his last combative
days in Bharat?

“he left his arrangements in Bharat an unfinished sketch, to be
sponged off the canvas the moment he died. He meekly handed
over all the country upto Beas to Purushottam after his defeat, and
who inspite of his, Abhisaresh did not come to him, he accepted
his excuses, confirmed him in his Kingdom as a tributary prince
and gave him authority over the neighboring ruler of Hazara. This
clearly shows that Alexander had lost all authority over what
happened East of Jhelum”37.
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The Epitah

A doleful, melancholy, resigned Alexander his nemesis catching
him up will be the apt lines of Epitah on his grave.

History has got a way of its own to take revenge

Alexander's defeat : Martially and

Spiritually

Alexander was defeated martially in Bharat. He agreed to be a
covenant of subsidiary alliance while Purushottam annexed all
his lands conquered so far and ascended the throne. He faced revolt
from his disgruntled and battered army. He was mortally wounded,
lost the fighting spirit and became doleful. He died, all
circumstantial evidences press to conclude, in Bharat in 325 BCE
because of being mortally wounded in the Malli — Ashwaka battle.

Alexander once wished to meet a yogi Sadhak. In his arrogance,
Alexander sent men summoning the saint to meet him, saying “if
he meets he will be rewarded will gifts, if not will be put to death”.
The yogi sitting on his seat made of leaves and grass smiled and
said that Alexander had nothing worthy to offer to him as the yogi
got the bare needs from God — the light, the sky, the forest and
the river sufficed his needs, if killed, his soul would go back there
where from it had come. Hence he felt he had no necessity of
meeting Alexander. Alexander could not fathom the meaning of
the words of the saint and his blissful smile. Alexander felt humbled
by the wisdom of the detached words uttered by the saint.

QED: Had Napoleon invaded England would the British people
call him ‘Napoleon the Great? Never. Alexander should properly
be called Alexander the Invader instead of Alexander the great in

our History Text books.

Megasthenes who came and stayed in Bharat shortly after
Alexander’s death commented.

“That we have never been attacked by others nor had themselves
attacked others”.

The Alexander had no geographical Knowledge of Bharat. He
had no idea of the vastness of Bharat, her main land mass of
continental proportions and huge roaring rivers and world’s highest
mountain ranges extending over thousands of miles. Alexander’s’
invasion was only marginal on the borders of Purushottam’s
Kingdom. In those days in Northern Bharat, Pataliputra, the capital
of Gupta Chandragupta of Gupta dynasty 324 BCE was the
principal imperial power. Alexander was one thousand five hundred
(1500) miles away from the seat of this most powerful cogent
political cum martial command in Bharat.
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